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How to handle

deposits&
cancellations

4

4 tips to help
suppliers strike
the right balance
Tour suppliers must walk a fine line. They want to protect
themselves from financial loss by demanding groups keep their
promises. Yet, if deposit and cancellation policies are too strict,
groups will look elsewhere, especially in option-rich markets.

Be clear. Outline your policies on your

website and on your group sales materials.
Don’t assume a planner knows the norm in
your region or industry. You’ll save yourself
headaches down the road if everything is in
black and white. If you get a complaint that
your group policies are stricter than your
consumer policies, smile and remind the
planner that’s why groups get a discount.

Be Specific. List all forms of payment

you accept. For example, “Visa, MasterCard,
American Express and Discover are welcome
by phone, or checks will be accepted by mail.”
List the exact time frames when deposits are
required and can be refunded. Is it 30 days or
30 business days?

Be competitive. Check out what your

competitors are doing. Tour operators are very
sensitive to deposit/cancellation requirements
so this may be a place to gain a competitive
edge. Tour planners’ booking times are ever
more last minute. In years past, travelers were
willing to book a tour six months in advance.
Today’s travelers are pressuring tour operators
to take reservations much closer to the tour
departure date.

Be flexible. Tour planners will do

everything they can to get a tour sold. If a
qualified operator cannot get the numbers
they need to hit their threshold, consider
cutting them a little slack. It might work out
better for you in the long run.
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